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NEXT Concept 
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What is NEXT?
● NEXT is searching for 0νββ: is neutrino its own antiparticle?
● High pressure gaseous, enriched xenon TPC

○ Scintillation (S1) + [Ionization → Electroluminescence light] (S2)

● Energy reconstruction and tracking capabilities
● Calibration with radioactive Kr gas
● Potential for scalability
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The NEXT program
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Krypton 
Calibration
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Kr calibration
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● Gaseous 83mKr (41.5 keV)
○ fast pointlike events
○ uniformly throughout

● Calibrate spatial variation and finite 
electron lifetime

● Continuous calibration over time
● Improve energy resolution ⇒ better 

sensitivity to neutrinoless double 
beta decay
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Corrections using Krypton
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The power of Krypton calibration
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● Energy resolution: results in 3.8% FWHM at 41.5 keV, extrapolates to 0.5% at Qββ

● Many additional studies can be done with Kr
● Possible to:

○ Characterize time stability, variation across XYZ
○ Investigate varying analysis methods for stability, robustness, etc
○ Explore specific features of the detector, such as the electroluminescence region
○ Systematically look into effects coming from EL gap voltage variation
○ … and more (see backups)



Characterization of 
the EL region
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● EL gap: S2 signal production
● Depends on gap high voltage
● Sensitive to EL gap spacing & alignment
● Could impact energy resolution
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5 mm

7700 V

The NEXT-White electroluminescence (EL) gap



● EL gap: S2 signal production
● Depends on gap high voltage
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● Could impact energy resolution
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7700 V

Krypton is uniformly spatially 

distributed, with high statistics, 

giving us a key tool to investigate 

any nonuniformities

The NEXT-White electroluminescence (EL) gap



Electroluminescence gap: in a small XY region

● Light yield depends linearly on voltage, spacing
● Turns out d (gap) = - (yield at V=0 == y-intercept) / (known constants) = -L(V=0) / C
● To get gap structure, for each position:

○ Measure light yield L vs voltage V
○ Fit to line to get intercept, L(V=0)
○ Apply d = -L(V=0) / C 13
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Electroluminescence gap deformation
For each XY, fit light vs voltage line and apply gap ∝ -intercept

● Left: measured EL gap ⇒ variation of thickness with XY
● Center: fit to plane
● Right: residuals - different between measured (left) and fit (center)

Residuals larger at edges… 
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Electroluminescence gap deformation
For each XY, fit light vs voltage line and apply gap ∝ -intercept

● Left: measured EL gap ⇒ variation of thickness with XY
● Center: fit to plane
● Right: residuals - different between measured (left) and fit (center)

Residuals larger at edges… but so are error bars
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This deviation is consistent with what 

we would expect from an EL gap 

variation of 24% = 1.2 mm

Pattern of errors possibly indicates 

small, higher order curvature
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This deviation is consistent with what 

we would expect from an EL gap 

variation of 24% = 1.2 mm

Pattern of errors possibly indicates 

small, higher order curvature

Variation between 0.5 cm 
and 0.62 cm gives light 
yield variation of 20%



Finding Z position by 
studying diffusion
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Z position determination and S1
● S1 traditionally used to determine Z in TPCs
● Event Z positions needed for lifetime correction
● S1 comes from PMTs (in NEXT)
● Can you extract Z position alternatively, with no S1?
● Events diffuse with drift ⇒ deeper events are wider 

⇒ some Z information retained!
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tS1 = Time of S1

tS2 = Time of S2

Ionization 
electrons 
drift at 
known 
velocity



Z determination from diffusion
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● Diffusion = width, can quantity with RMS of event over time
● RMS2 expected to increase linearly with depth (Z) from diffusion

Example Kr events: typical width ~= a couple µs



Event width vs Z
● Width squared (RMS2) expected to increase linearly with depth (Z). Looking at width and 

Z position of many events:

● Known relationship between Z and RMS2 lets us convert RMS2 to Z without needing S1!
● Impact on energy resolution?
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Z from width vs from S1: impact on energy resolution
● Resolution investigated in NEXT-White data
● Looking at resolution in Kr (left axis), and extrapolated to 0νββ decay energy (Qββ) on right
● Various volumes, cut for max depth (Z) and distance from central axis (R) 
● Minimal degradation in resolution using width instead of S1
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Z from S1Z from diffusion



Z from diffusion Z from S1

Z from width vs from S1: impact on energy resolution
● Resolution investigated in NEXT-White data
● Looking at resolution in Kr (left axis), and extrapolated to 0νββ decay energy (Qββ) on right
● Various volumes, cut for max depth (Z) and distance from central axis (R) 
● Minimal degradation in resolution using width instead of S1
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Minimal resolution difference 

between Z from width vs Z from S1 ⇒ 

In terms of Kr resolution, a larger 

detector without the ability to detect 

Kr S1s appears feasible with no 

significant degradation to 0νββ 

sensitivity expected
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Z from width vs from S1: impact on energy resolution
● Resolution investigated in NEXT-White data
● Looking at resolution in Kr (left axis), and extrapolated to 0νββ decay energy (Qββ) on right
● Various volumes, cut for max depth (Z) and distance from central axis (R) 
● Minimal degradation in resolution using width instead of S1
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Minimal resolution difference 

between Z from width vs Z from S1 ⇒ 

In terms of Kr resolution, a larger 

detector without the ability to detect 

Kr S1s appears feasible with no 

significant degradation to 0νββ 

sensitivity expected

What if even larger S1s cannot be seen? There is ongoing work into using width to determine Z for higher energy / extended track events



Conclusions
● Krypton is a powerful tool, allowing many interesting and detailed 

characterizations of the NEXT detector
● EL gap has a clear tilt ⇒ need to correct for impact, and account for effect on 

larger detectors
● Width of Kr events from diffusion allows us to determine Z without S1 ⇒ 

preliminary indication that a future detector without PMTs / with no Kr S1s 
could be feasible

● Ongoing work to determine feasibility of using event width instead of S1 for 
higher energy events
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Backup slides
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HV dependence: overall event rate
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Takeaway: event rate in 
NEXT is roughly constant to 
around 4.5 kV EL voltage. 
Below that, it rapidly falls 
off.



HV dependence: event rate vs position
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● Observed event rate over space changes with HV
● Kr event rate should not change as a function of HV - however, NEXT assigns 

the positions of events using the signal from SiPMs on tracking plane
● SiPMs by their nature have dark counts, with some noisier than others. As HV 

voltage gets too low, the size of actual signals drops below the size of noise in 
certain SiPMs, and noisy SiPMs start to dominate position determination
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● Observed event rate over space changes with HV
● Kr event rate should not change as a function of HV - however, NEXT assigns 

the positions of events using the signal from SiPMs on tracking plane
● SiPMs by their nature have dark counts, with some noisier than others. As HV 

voltage gets too low, the size of actual signals drops below the size of noise in 
certain SiPMs, and noisy SiPMs start to dominate position determination

Takeaway: position determination in 
NEXT is good down to around 4.7 kV 
EL voltage. Below that, position 
determination starts to suffer.



HV dependence: E vs HV
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● Observed photons from Kr 
clearly decreases with EL 
voltage, as expected (less 
amplification ⇒ smaller 
signal)

● As we go below 5 kV EL 
voltage, nonlinearities 
creep in
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HV dependence: noise distribution
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HV dependence: full distribution



Variation of XY calibration: results
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The NEXT-White (NEW) detector
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2015-2021

F. Monrabal et al, NEXT Collaboration, The NEXT 
White (NEW) Detector, 2018, arxiv:1804.02409

EL gap in NEXT-White:
● Where S2 

signals are 
produced

● 5 mm region 
between anode 
and quartz plate

● Nominal 7.7 kV
● Adjacent to 

tracking plane



● The electroluminescence gap is where S2 signals are produced in NEXT
● A high voltage (generally 7.7 kV) is held across a 5 mm gap, so that when 

electrons from an event drift into this region, they are rapidly accelerated
● The acceleration of these electrons causes excitation and ionization of 

the atoms of gaseous Xenon
● Excitations decay to produce light, while ionization electrons are 

accelerated, causing a charge avalanche, yielding a large flash of light
● Size of signal depends on field, and thus varies significantly with

voltage across EL gap
● EL gap alignment is important - 

nonuniformities in gap size mean 
varying fields, and thus differing signal
sizes across the gap, potentially
degrading energy resolution

● Krypton is uniformly spatially
distributed, with high statistics,
giving us a key tool to investigate
any nonuniformities 35

Total light yielded (L) is 
the amount of light 
produced per unit 
distance (Y), times the 
distance traversed (d). 
So, L = Y·d. Note that d 
is the EL gap spacing.

The NEXT-White electroluminescence (EL) gap
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Total light yielded (L) is 
the amount of light 
produced per unit 
distance (Y), times the 
distance traversed (d). 
So, L = Y·d. Note that d 
is the EL gap spacing.

Light produced per distance (Y) increases 
with the electric field = Voltage / gap = 
V/d. In particular, it turns out that as Y = 
A(V/(d·p)-B)·p where p is pressure, V is 
voltage, d is gap size / distance 
traversed, and A and B are constants 
which have been measured elsewhere.

The NEXT-White electroluminescence (EL) gap



Electroluminescence gap: spacing and voltage
● Recall that we previously found that, for L = total light yield, Y = light yield per 

distance, d = distance, V = gap voltage, p = pressure, and A and B are previously 
measured parameters:
○ L = Y·d
○ Y = A(V/(d·p)-B)·p

● By plugging the 2nd equation into the first, we determine that 

total light yield = Y·d = A(V/(d·p)-B)·p·d = A(V - Bpd) = total light yield
● If we can extrapolate to V = 0, we see that L(V=0) = - ABpd, so d = - L(V=0) / (ABp): 

we are able to measure the EL gap by:
○ Measuring the light yield L as a function of V
○ Fitting to a line to determine the light yield at V = 0 (what I’ve called L(V=0))
○ Multiplying this value by known constants (A, B, and the pressure p)
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